I HAVE A DREAM (by M.L. King)

In this speech, Martin Luther King talk about suffering of Negro in the past years. He says that nothing has changed, from yesterday to today. The Negro is still languishing, because is not yet respected in his own land. America made a promise, but it wasn't respected. Now the Negro wants the very freedom!

This speech is a complaint, a peaceful complaint. Martin Luther King urges the Negros, because he has a dream: that all the people can be equal, that in Georgia, Mississippi and Alabama everybody can be considered equal!

These words struck and surprised me: these word full of anger, but not incite violence. I think I heard in he a strong desire of brotherhood for all. This voice that represented the voice of Negros. I admire the hope, the confidence that M. L King had. A speech to reflect about the terrible things that Americans did to black people, because they were only considered inferior and different. The belief that he had was impressive. I have to say that I was touched when I read the speech! He was so determinated when he said: "Let Freedom Ring". I think that he gave a light of hope to black people. We have to learn much from this man.